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To all whom it may concern:

in series and together form an impedance

Be it known that I, Jose.P.H. J. O’Conn ELL, coil tending to shunt the telephone-current 50
residing at Chicago, in the county of Cook through the receiver at said station, the said
and State of Illinois, have invented certain windings offering maximum impedance to
5 Improvements in Apparatus for Amplifying voice-currents flowing in the metallic circuit.
or Reinforcing Telephone-Currents, of which At an intermediate point or station is a re
the following is a specification.
peating, reinforcing, or renewing apparatus 55
This invention relates to telephonic circuits having its actuating-magnet in the grounded
and apparatus, and in particular to arrange or earth-completed circuit extending between
Io ments of conductors and appliances designed either transmitting-station and the Said inter
for the amplication or reinforcement of tele mediate point and a transmitter operated by
phone-currents in long circuits for the more said magnet and acting to repeat into or trans- 60
perfect operation of the receiving instruments fer to the metallic circuit and the receiver in
at the final receiving-station.
cluded therein the voice - currents of said
As is well known, the attenuation of the grounded circuit. The said actuating-magnet
talking-currents in long telephone-circuits, is responsive to the operation of the transmit
attributable to various causes, is very consid ter at either end station, and the said trans- 65
erable, so that the volume of the sounds or mitter operated thereby develops renewed cur
conversation reproduced by the receiving-tele rents for the operation of either receiver. The
20 phone at the receiving-station is very faint said transmitter is itself preferably in a local
compared with that of the said sounds or con circuit, together with a battery, and acts upon
versation as originally transmitted.
the metallic main circuit, which includes the re- 7o
The object of my improvement is to so re ceiver, through the medium of an induction
inforce the originally-transmitted voice-cur coil whose primary winding is also in said
25 rents that they shall be enabled to affect and local circuit and whose secondary is in a bridge
operate the receiving-telephone at the receiv between the two main conductors of the me
ing-station of a long circuit with substantially tallic main circuit. The actuating-magnet has 75
the same vigor as if the circuit connecting the two exciting-helices in earth branches of the
transmitting and receiving telephones were two main conductors, respectively, and these
3o very short.
are coöperatively connected as respects cur
To this end my invention consists in com rents flowing in the earth-completed main cir
bining the two wires or conductors of any cuit, but are opposed to one another as re- 8o
telephone-circuit with terminal grounding at spects currents flowing in the metallic circuit,
tachments whereby they are enabled to con a condenser being placed in each earth branch
35 stitute in series a metallic main circuit and in or in the common earth connection of the two.
parallel an earth-completed circuit. At each In parallel with the said earth branches are
terminal station the transmitter is in the said other earth branches containing coils of low 85
earth-completed circuit, and the receiver is in resistance and high inductance which operate
the metallic circuit or a bridge thereof, to to divert telegraphic or other low-frequency
4o gether with a condenser. The transmitter at induction-currents from the actuating-mag
each terminal station is enabled to develop its net of the repeating device, but which do not
currents in the said earth-completed main cir divert the voice-currents.
90
cuit through the medium of an induction-coil In the drawings which accompany and illus
which has two secondary windings, one in trate this specification, Figure 1 is a diagram
45 each main conductor, the earth connection at of a preferred arrangement of circuits and ap
each terminal station being between these. paratus wherein my invention may be em
When either station is transmitting, these sec bodied, and Fig. 2 is a similar diagram of a 95
ondary windings at the receiving-station are | modification thereof.
-
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be actuated thereby, and by this means talk sistance practically not more than one-eighth

ing-currents flowing in the grounded main of that of an ordinary metallic circuit extend
circuit D and exciting the magnet m, are en ing between the same two terminal stations
abled to develop themselves anew or repro and worked in the ordinary way. The said
duce themselves in the local transmitter-cir amplifying apparatus, moreover, is located at
cuit 2, and thus through the medium of the a central and neutral point of the line, and
induction-coil I*, whose secondary is in the therefore will to a marked extent be free
bridge ºf of the metallic circuit M, they are from inductive disturbance.
inductively propagated with their vigor re A condenser k is placed in the ground con
To newed in said metallic circuit.
Since at any nection of the amplifying-apparatus-actuat 75
given moment the transmission is proceeding ing magnet to prevent the passage of steady
in one direction only—say from A to B–the leakage-currents, and thereby forestall any
two main conductors are virtually formed into changes in adjustment which otherwise might
an operative grounded circuit extending from be caused by such currents. For the same
earth connection E at the terminal station A reason condensers K and K" are also placed
to earth connection E” at the intermediate sta in the bridges Y and Z in series with the re
tion C for the first half of the line and formed ceivers R. R*.
into an operative metallic circuit extending Impedance-coils hand j, connected in inde
from the induction-coil I* at the intermediate pendent earth branches rº, are associated with
station C to the receiving-telephone Rº at the the amplifying apparatus at the intermediate
terminal station B. The said grounded cir station C, the said earth branches being ex
cuit D may thus be traced: from earth at E tended from points 20 and 21 of main conduc
to point a, where it splits into parallel con tors L and L’, respectively, to earth at E”.
ductors, one proceeding through secondary 4 These earth branches parallel the earth
25 of induction-coil I over conductor L to point branches d dº of the actuating-magnet of said 90
13, earth branch d and exciting-coil 10 of the amplifying apparatus, and theimpedance-coils
magnet to the point v between the coils 10 h and y are wound to have a low resistance for
and 12 and the other through secondary wind the ready shunting or diversion from the actu
ing 5 of Said induction-coil I and over main ating-magnet of intrusive inductive or con
conductor L* to point 14 and by way of earth ductive currents of steady or comparatively 95
branch dº and the coil 12 of magnet ºn to the slow - changing character which may stray
said point v, where the said parallel conduc upon the main conductors from neighboring
tors reunite, continuing to earth at E through telegraphic or other systems and which might
the common earth connection g. The said interfere with the normal operation of the
35 metallic circuit is traceable as follows: from amplifying apparatus. The inductance of IOo
one end of the secondary winding s of induc said coils is, however, made high to prevent
tion-coil I*through one half of bridge.fto point wastage of the voice-currents through them.
15 of main conductor L, thence by said con In the operation of this system, assuming A
ductor to point 8, to bridge Z, receiver Rº, to be transmitting, voice-currents of like sign
point 9, main conductor L*, point 16, and the at any definite instant are developed by the Io 5
other half of bridge f to the other end of two secondary windings 45 and pass out over
the induction - coil secondary 8. Of course both of the main conductors L Lº, which in
when the direction of transmission is reversed parallel constitute the earth-completed circuit
the grounded and metallic operative circuits D, and through the coils 10 and 12 of the ac
45 are also reversed. The grounded or earth tuating-magnet m of the amplifying appara I IC
completed circuit begins in that case at ter tus at the intermediate station C, also in par
minal station B, ends, as before, at the inter allel in said circuit D, and by earth return back
mediate-station earth E°, and, as before, in to the transmitting-station. These grounded
cludes in its parallel sides the coils 10 12 of circuit talking-currents excite the said actu
the repeating-magnet m, while the metallic ating-magnet, which acting upon the renew I I5
circuit, as in the former case, extends between ing-transmitter t causes the same to develop
the terminals of the secondary winding s of facsimile talking-currents in its local circuit,
the induction-coil I*, but leads through the which renewed currents are transferred,
receiver R at terminal station A.
through the medium of the induction-coil I*,
55 The portions n m” of the main conductors to the bridge f, containing the secondary of I 2 O
L L* lying between points 13 and 15 of con said induction-coil, and thus to the metallic
ductor Land between points 14 and 16 of con circuit M and the receiver-bridge Z for the
ductor L* may be common to the currents of operation of the receiver Rº. The same op
both grounded and metallic circuits. The eration in reverse order will be carried on
actuating-magnet m of the amplifying or re when B is transmitting to A. The renewed I 25
peating apparatus is thus operated in a cir or amplified voice-currents thus thrown upon
cuit, which having but one-half of the geo the metallic circuit will not interfere with the
graphical length of the entire line, utilizing amplifying-apparatus magnet m, for the rea
the earth as its return, and having a line con son that the two coils thereof are connected
ductor with double sectional area offers a re to oppose each other for metallic-circuit cur

4.
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rents, and any tendency to leakage through | tallic circuit, at each terminal station; and a 65

the bridge H will be opposed by the high re reciprocal repeating apparatus at Said inter
sistance of said coils. A portion of the rein mediate station comprising an actuating-mag
forced current will return backward over the net associated with said grounded circuit, and

lines L. L. from the points 15 and 16 of bridge a transmitter associated with said metallic cir
f and will circulate through the transmitting cuit and actuated by said magnet, the said ap
station receiver R or Rº, as the case may be. paratus being responsive to the transmitter
Leakage by way of the transmitting-second in the said grounded circuit at either terminal
aries at the terminal stations and through the station and adapted to receive the voice-cur
IO earth branches 7 and r* is, however, reduced rents developed thereby, and to repeat them
to a minimum by the impedance in the one into or retransmit them over the said metallic
case of said secondaries in series and by the circuit in a reinforced condition, for the op
5

impedance of the coils h ? and the influence
of the central ground connection in the other.
I 5 So, also, a portion of the talking-current trans
mitted through the grounded circuit D for
the operation of the magnet m will be con
ducted past the intermediate station and will
find return through the terminal earth of the
distant terminal station; but the advantages
-secured by the employment of my system for
reinforcing the telephone-currents are found
to overbalance any operative loss attributable
to the derivations to which I have adverted,
25 and by the said system, which divides the gross
length of the transmission-line into transmit
ting and receiving portions, the former of
which has its resistance greatly reduced and
which enables the transmitting-section of the
line with its current thus maintained at great
strength to repeat into the receiving-section
at the middle part of the said complete trans
mission-line, the volume of speech reproduc
tion secured is superior to that obtained ordi
35 narily over transmission-lines of similar length
under ordinary conditions.
The modification shown in Fig. 2 dispenses
with the earth branches at the intermediate

station C, and the coils 10 12 of the actuating

magnet m are connected directly in the cir
cuits of the main conductors L and L’, re
spectively. As in the former case, however,
the said coils are wound or connected to co

operate in the earth-completed circuit D and

45

opposingly in the metallic circuit M and are
wound upon a single core. They are thus re
sponsive to the currents of the former circuit

and irresponsive to those of the latter. In

this instance the condensers /*A*, which are
provided to prevent the access of leakage or
other trespassing steady currents to the mag
net m, may, as shown, be also placed directly

in the main conductors L and L’.
55

Having thus fully described my invention
and its operation, the following features and
combinations are claimed:
1. A reciprocal current amplifying and re
inforcing system for telephone-currents in
long circuits, consisting in metallic and

grounded main circuits formed of the same
conductors extending between distant termi
nal stations through an intermediate station;
a transmitter associated with the grounded

circuit and a receiver associated with the me

75

eration of the receiver in the said metallic cir

cuit at the other terminal station; substan
2. In a telephone current amplifying or re
inforcing system, the combination of a me
tallic or double conductor circuit extending
between two terminal stations and fitted at
said stations with earth-terminal attachments
to constitute a second and grounded circuit;
a receiver and a transmitter at each terminal
station connected in Said metallic and grounded
circuits respectively; and a repeating appara
tus at an intermediate point or station consist
ing of a transmitter in a local circuit together
with a battery, a repeating or actuating mag
tially as set forth.

90

net for said transmitter associated with said

main conductors, and wound or connected to
cuit and responsive to the currents of said 95
grounded circuit, and an induction-coil for
said transmitter having its primary winding
included in said local circuit, and its secondary
winding in a bridge of the metallic circuit; I O O
substantially as described.
3. A current amplifying or reinforcing tele
phonesystem or apparatus, comprising a main
line extending as a grounded circuit from one
terminal station to an intermediate station or
point, and continuing as a metallic circuit Io 5
from said intermediate station to the other
terminal station; a transmitter connected with
said grounded circuit at the first-named ter
minal station; a receiver in said metallic cir I IO
cuit at the other terminal station; and a trans
mitter in a local circuit, a repeating actuating
electromagnet for said transmitter in said
grounded circuit, and an induction-coil for
said transmitter having its primary winding
in said local circuit and its secondary wind II5
ing in a bridge of said metallic circuit, all at
the said intermediate station; substantially as
set forth.
4. In a system of telephony, the combina
tion with two main conductors united and pro
vided with earth connections at their ends and
thereby formed into independent metallic and
earth-completed circuits extending between
transmitting and receiving stations; a trans
mitter at said transmitting-station; an induc I 25
tion-coil therefor having two secondary wind
ings in said main conductors respectively, one
on each side of said earth connection, wound

be neutral to the currents of said metallic cir
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or connected to impress identical voice-cur
rents upon the said conductors in parallel; an
impedance - coil at the receiving-station be
tween each main conductor and the common
earth connection; and a receiving-telephone
bridged at said receiving-station between said
main conductors at points outside of said im
pedance; of a current-amplifying apparatus
associated with said main conductors at an in
termediate station and comprising a trans
mitter in a local circuit with a local battery,
an earth branch from each main conductor,
an actuating or repeating electromagnet for
said transmitter having two exciting-coils in
cluded in the said earth branches respectively,
and an induction-coil for said transmitter
having its primary winding in said local cir
cuit and its secondary winding in a bridge of
the said metallic main circuit; substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.
5. A réciprocally-operating current-ampli
fying system of long-distance telephony com
prising two main conductors united at their
ends to constitute in series a metallic circuit
between stations and provided at said ends
with earth connections to constitute in paral
lel the joint line conductor of an independent
earth-completed circuit between said stations;

a transmitter at each of said stations; an in
duction-coil associated at each such station

with the transmitter thereof, and having a
secondary winding centrally divided and in

cluded in said metallic circuit with one-half

on each side of the terminal earth connection,
35

45

55
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the said half-windings being wound or con
nected to impress the voice-currents devel
oped by said transmitters upon the said main
conductors of said earth-circuit in parallel,
and to present maximum impedance to cur
rents flowing in the metallic circuit; a receiv

ing-telephone at each of said stations in the
said metallic circuit or in a bridge between
the conductors thereof outside of the said in
duction-coil windings; an electromagnet at a
point intermediate of said stations responsive
to the voice-currents of said earth-completed

6. In a telephone system, the combination

of two main conductors united at their ends to

constitute in series a metallic main circuit be

tween distant terminal stations, and provided
at Said ends with earth connections to consti
tute in parallel the joint line conductor of an
independent earth-completed main circuit be
tween said stations; an induction-coil at each
of said stations having two secondary wind
ings connected in the said main conductors re
spectively, one on each side of the said earth 75
connections, the said windings being thereby
connected in series in said metallic circuit and
adapted to present maximum impedance to
the currents thereof; a transmitter at each
such station adapted to develop voice-currents
in the said induction-coil windings and there
by in said grounded circuit; a receiving-tele
phone at each of Said terminal stations, and a
condenser in series therewith, in a bridge of
the said metallic circuit shunting the said in
duction-coil windings; with a repeating ap
paratus at an intermediate point of Said main
circuits, comprising an actuating-magnet hav
ing exciting-coils in earth branches of the
parallel constituent conductors respectively of 90
said earth-completed circuit, the said coils be
ing wound or connected coöperatively in re
spect to currents of said earth-circuit and op
posingly in respect to currents of said me
tallic circuit, a condenser in the earth connec 95
tion of said coils, an induction-coil having its
secondary winding in a bridge of said metal
lic main circuit, and a transmitter controlled
by said magnet in response to voice-currents
in said earth-completed circuit and reproduc IOO
ing corresponding currentsin said main metal
lic circuit through the medium of said induc
tion-coil; and independentearth branches from
the said main conductors respectively also at
said intermediate point, in parallel to the said Io 5
earth branches of said actuating-magnet, and
containing respectively low-resistance coils of
high inductance; substantially as and for the
purposes specified.
7. In a telephone current amplifying or re Il O
inforcing system, the combination of a metal
lic circuit extending between two terminal sta
tions and fitted at said stations with earth-ter
minal attachments; a receiver and a transmit
ter at each terminal station connected to op II 5

main circuit, and having two exciting-coils in
earth branches from the parallel constituent
conductors respectively thereof, the said coils
being connected to coöperate in said earth
circuit but to oppose one another in the said
metallic main circuit; a current-reinforcing erate in said metallic and grounded circuits re
transmitter in a local circuit together with a spectively; a repeating apparatus at an inter
battery actuated and controlled by said elec mediate station operatively associated with the
tromagnet; and an induction-coil having its main metallic circuit; an earth-terminal; and
primary winding in the local circuit of said a bridge in the main metallic circuit.
transmitter and its secondary winding in a | 8. A current amplifying or reinforcing tele
bridge between the two main-circuit conduc phone system or apparatus, comprising a main
tors; whereby the voice-currents developed line extending as a grounded circuit from one
by the transmitter of either station may be terminal station to an intermediate station or
amplified or reinforced at an intermediate point, and continuing as a metallic circuit from
point and enabled to act without loss upon the said intermediate station to the other terminal
receiver of the other station; substantially as station; a transmitter connected with said
described.
grounded circuit at the first terminal station;

T 2 C.

I 25
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a receiver in said metallic circuit at the other scribing witnesses, this 18th day of August,
terminal station; a repeating apparatus at an | 1903.
intermediate station operatively associated
with the metallic circuit; an earth-terminal;

5 and a bridge in the metallic circuit.
Intestimony whereof Ihave signed my name
to this specification, in the presence of two sub-
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-

Y

-

JOSEPH J. O'CONNELL.

Witnesses:
CHARLEs S. HoLL,
Ivor JEFFREYs.

